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SUMMARY OF PERTINENT INFORMATION
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Claim Ownership: David E. Christianson, R. R. 14, Dog Lake Rd., Thunder Bay On. 
P7B 5E5

NTS Map Sheet(s): 42 D/14 SW/SE

Township: Priske

G-Plan #: 631

Mining Division: Thunder Bay

Grid and Survey Contractor: Magnum Explorations Inc., 132 Mining Road, Murillo, On 
POT 2GO

Survey Instrument: GEM Model GSM-19 Mag-VLF, with base station 

VLF Frequency : 24 Hertz

Total Grid Kilometres cut: East Grid: 7.390 kms, Point Grid: 19.306 kms 

Dates Work Performed: May 28/96 thru June 29/96

Base Line Departure: East Grid: northing 5402873, easting 482125.....Point Grid: 
northing 5401049, easting 479720. [nb... these are 'corrected' data obtained in the field 
and assumed accurate to within 5 metres]

Map CAD and plotting: Paul E. Nielsen, 777 Red River Rd., Thunder Bay On P7B 1J9 

Field Supervision and Author of Report: David E. Christianson, as above.
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INTRODUCTION

PREAMBLE.....The "area" referred to in this Report represents the approx. 4 square 
kilometres covering Worthington Bay Peninsula, located immediately south of the town 
of Schreiber on the north shore of Lake Superior. (See Location sketch attached).

The writer has had occasion to prospect various parts of this area off and on 
since 1974. The most intensive project being the development of the Morley Property 
by Lincoln Resources during the mid 1980's when he acted as exploration manager. 
During this time he has witnessed the presence of numerous, some spectacular, 
showings within this relatively small "area" and has developed a sense of real potential 
for a headframe here.

Shortly into the post "flow-through" period,(1990-91) most of the 'staked claims' 
on the peninsula lapsed and not much was done in the area until some light could be 
seen for positive change in the mining industry beginning in 1994.

Starting in May 1993, and ending in December 1995 the writer was able to stake 
and acquire a large enough land base to tackle the area once again. A total of 12 
claims, including approx. 61 claim units were subsequently optioned to Santa Fe 
Canadian Mining Limited in July 1995 with the intent to carry out 'considerable 1 
development work in the area, including the old North Shore Mine Property. Other 
corporate commitments precluded Santa Fe from doing any work and the claims were 
returned in May 1996. On their return, some funds were included to perform some of 
the assessment work required on the claims.

The Mag-Vlf surveys reported herein represent this writers attempt to spend 
'very limited' funds in a most beneficial (to the overall property) way. It is hoped that 
these data can be used in conjunction with both existing and future work programs.

DESCRIPTION OF WORK:.....This particular program included the cutting of 2 picket 
line grids with line spacings of 100 metres, secant chained to 25 metre stations. 
Location of Grids with baseline azimuths is shown on Location Sketch attached.

Base Line departure points ( 0+00 ) for respective grids were located 
topographically in the field, ie. 0+00 for East grid commenced at claim post #2-1209219 
and 0+00 for the Point grid commenced at a point on an existing adjacent property grid

A Trimble, Geo-Explorer model GPS instrument was used to save waypoints at 
each of the above-mentioned points and these data were later 'corrected' to +I- 5 metre 
accuracy from a GPS Base Station in Thunder Bay. These corrected data are included 
under 'Summary of Pertinent Information' elsewhere in this report and should be useful 
for future more detailed plotting etc.

A combined Mag/VLF survey was carried out on each grid. The instrument used 
was a GEM model GSM-19, with base station in the field. The VLF survey was 
performed at 24 hertz.

Total linecutting ...East grid: 7.390 km, Point grid: 19.306 km......26.696 kms
Total Geophysics..E grid: 5.980 km, P grid: 16.886 km ...............22.866 kms

Instrument data files were subsequently used to prepare the Plans of data included in 
this report.



DURATION OF PROJECT: . F ield work commenced May 28/96 and ended June 
29/96

LINE CUTTING and SURVEYS PERFORMED BY: Magnum Explorations Inc., 132 
Mining Road, Murillo On POT 2GO.

FIELD SUPERVISION: David E. Christiansen, R.R. 14 Dog Lake Rd., Thunder Bay On 
P7B 5E5.

PURPOSE and OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this project was to perform assessment work quickly and at the 
same time do something beneficial for the overall property in general.

The writer's preference would have been to carry out detailed moss-scratching 
prospecting over the entire 'deformation zone'; however, time did not permit such a 
luxury. This Mag/VLF survey was designed to assimilate useful data in two specific 
locations.....
The East Grid: was established to cover an area that had never 'seen a grid' in the 
past and was at the same time proximal to some known showings, (Baker Vein etc.). 
The fact that this location lies immediately within the 500 metre wide contact zone 
between the Terrace Bay Batholith and pre-existing rocks was also admittedly another 
incentive.

It was ultimately hoped that this 'ground survey' might compliment the earlier 
regional AEM survey performed by Aerodat for Livingston Continental Energy Corp. In 
June 1983 and expand on the presence of a couple of close-by anomalies.

The grid will also serve as a controlled base for future mapping-prospecting 
irregardless of the results from this geophysical survey.

The Worthington Point Grid: was established to determine if this type of geophysical 
survey was capable of tracing the 'Afric Zone' as outlined on the neighbouring North 
Shore Gold Mines Property immediately to the east.

The 'Afric Zone' (tonnage outlined, 2 million tonnes @ 2.2 g/t Au [resident 
geologists files, Schrieber-Hemlo]) appears to have an l.P. signature but is unknown as 
to whether or not the combination of Mag-VLF is capable of marking it.

Although the Afric Zone is discussed as "open" at either end there exists a 
relatively significant N/S trending fault near the claim boundary and it is unknown as to 
what happened to the 'zone' west of the fault. It was hoped that this mag-VLF survey 
may be able to shed some light here as well and identify some targets for detailed 
prospecting etc.

The AEM survey mentioned above also shows 'sniffs' of anomalies in this area 
and it is always hoped that a ground survey will expand on these, or even identify 
brand new ones.

As with the East grid, this grid will also be utilized for detailed ground 
prospecting irregardless of the geophysical results.



LOCATION and ACCESS

The "area" discussed in this report is situated immediately south of the town of 
Schrieber. Schreiber, a C. P. Railroad divisional point is located on the Trans-Canada 
highway approx. 200 kms east of Thunder Bay, Ontario.

Both 'Grids' are accessed via a gravel road (which quickly becomes an ATV trail) 
which departs south from hwy 17 at a point approx 2.5 kms east of Schreiber.

This road/trail, locally referred to as the Worthington Bay road, was the original 
trail to the old North Shore Gold Mine located in Worthington Bay on the shores of 
Lake Superior (approx.3 kms). The old road bed (waste rock) is still for the most part in 
place and travellable, (ATV) from Worthington Bay west almost to Mount Gwynn and 
south west, past the Afric Zone to the east boundary of this claim group and base line 
0+00.

Two Location sketches are provided in this report: one is a portion of an Ontario 
Hwy. Map showing the location of the town of Schreiber and the second shows the 
location of each project area and their respective grid locations with respect to the 
overall claim group.

SUMMARY of PREVIOUS WORK

This area has experienced sporadic exploration activity off and on since before 
records started to be kept. The North Shore Gold Mine, actually saw production in the 
early 1930's and is probably one of the oldest workings on record in the area.

Some examples of showings/occurrences noted within this immediate are: 
1/ Afric Zone (a new occurrence on the North shore Property)....2 million tonnes @

2.2 g/t Au.
21 Rooster Canyon: returned up to 83 ounce/ton Au 
3/ Worthington Creek: .455 o.p.t. Au 
41 Baker Vein: 4.182 o.p.t. Au 
51 Univex west: .04 Au, 1.080Xo cu 
6/ Longworth Silver: test head grades: .19 opt Au, 33.5 o.p.t. Ag, S .5% Pb, IS.6%

Zn, 0.140yfeCu
71 Morley: Line 20W trench: 4.6 grams/tonne over 7.2 metres 
8/ Morley High Grade: 30 grab samples averaged .196 o.p.t. Au, 41.57 opt Ag,

25.85"fc Zn, 7.06(fc Pb, . 185*5^ Cu. 
9/ Worthington Bay: .03 opt Au
10/ Gale: .16 opt Au, 3.73 opt Ag, 14*X) Cu, over 1.2 metres 
11/ McKenzie: .03 opt Au, S*}*. Cu

PAST WORK IS NOTED IN THE 'MINERAL EXPLORATION INVENTORY ' FILES 
(OGS ASSESSMENT WORK FILES THUNDER BAY) INFORMATION PERTINENT 
TO THE GENERAL AREA IS NOTED IN M.E.I, file: 42 D/14 SE AND 42 D/14 SW AND 
IS TOO VOLUMINOUS TO LIST HERE.



PROPERTY LOCATION

from Ontario Road Map...scale 1:1,600,000
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Work performed actually on the claims noted in this report as follows:

1983 United Continental Energy Corp.......Airborne Geophysics (Helicopter AEM)
....covers ALL claims 

1989 Noranda Exploration,(Hayes Lake Property) ...Geological mapping, sampling
....covers this project's Worthington Point grid. 

1994 David Christiansen, OPAP Grant OP 94-331 ....Prospecting. Geology
....part of this project's Worthington Point grid.

Mb ..no work was found to be recorded covering the East grid location per se; 
however, throughout the period 1990 -94, J. Courtenay and G. Daniels recorded 
Prospecting, Trenching, Sampling, Geological Mapping and VLF Surveys on adjoining 
Properties to the north and south of the claims covered by this "East grid".

LAND STATUS

The work was performed on unpatented mining claims:.... 

EAST GRID: TB1209219 (300X,), TB1209220 (700X.)

WORTHINGTON POINT GRID: TB1144210 (350XO, TB1224895 (350X)),
TB1209297 (300Xo)

These claims are part of an overall area land package comprising 12 claims and 61 
claim units.

All claims are registered (10007o) in the name of: 
David E. Christiansen 
R. R. 14, Dog Lake Rd., 
Thunder Bay On P7B 5E5 
(807) 767^670

Location sketch attached:

GEOLOGY

G.A. Harcourt, (ODM 47th Annual Report, 1938) describes the 'General 
Geology' Of the area as follows:..... "The consolidated rocks of the area are all pre-Cambrian. The 
oldest of these are Keewatin in age and consist of a series of volcanic flows including basalt, andesite, 
rhyolite, and their pyroclastic equivalents, tuffs, agglomerates and breccias. Interbedded with the volcanics 
are lenticular sedimentary deposits and narrow but persistent bands of iron formation. The Keewatin



formation is intruded in a complex fashion by diorite, which is found as irregular masses throughout the 
area. The Keewatin is also intruded by large masses of coarse grained homeblend syenite. The 
occurrence of syenite differs from that of the diorite in that it intrudes the Keewatin in a regular manner from 
three sides. The syenite in the area mapped is a part of a large batholith in which the volcanics remain as a 
roof pendant. The Animikie formation consisting of conglomerate, iron formation, and shale was deposited 
upon the eroded surface of upturned volcanic flows and upon the weathered surface of diorite and syenite. 
These sediments occur only as small remnants on the shore of Lake Superior west of Schreiber. The 
Keweenawan is represented in this area only by dikes of quartz and olivine diabase, which are numerous 
in the south part, striking parallel to the shore of Lake Superior....."

To date the writer is personally unfamiliar with the detailed geology relative to 
the claims covered in this report. Geological mapping/prospecting will be carried out on 
these grids in the future as time and finances permit.

EAST GRID: D. Courtney (Geological Report, Worthington Creek Properties, January, 
1991), offers excellent detailed descriptions of the various lithologies, 
alteration/deformation characteristics on the claims immediately to the north and south 
of this grid. This information is readily available in the 'Assessment Work Files' and will 
be useful when mapping/sampling are eventually undertaken on the East Grid.

Worthington Point Grid: First-pass geological mapping/prospecting was carried out 
over the claims covered by this grid by Noranda Exploration Company Limited in 1989. 
The Report by Bruce Mackie, (Report of Work, Hayes Lake Property, Oct 2/89) is very 
skimpy and is so lacking in substance that it is almost useless to future explorationists. 
Property Geology is described as follows: ... "Over 8096 of the rocks underiying the claims 
consist of massive to pillowed (rare) mafic flows. These rocks are dark green to black on fresh surface, 
very fine grained and generally non-foliated.

These mafic flows have been intruded by fine to medium grained quartz and feldspar porphyry 
dykes and syenitic rocks.

No significant mineralization was encountered on the property."

John Londry, ( Hemlo Gold Mines, Summary Report, Northshore Property, Sept. 
1992, unpublished, in-house report) goes into much greater detail in describing the 
various lithologies found on the Northshore Property, [nb the Worthington Point grid is a virtual 
'extension' of the North shore grid) The rock types and mineralization styles might not be 
expected to change much in such a short distance therefore this information might well
be useful in future when geological mapping/sampling is undertaken on this grid.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

The East Grid base Line azimuth was established at 290 degrees in order to 
cross-cut the local stratigraphy at close to 90 degrees and the base line was started at 
claim post #2-1229219.



The Worthington Point Grid base line azimuth was established at 310 degrees, also in 
an attempt to cross-cut the stratigraphy. The base line was started at a point close to 
the east boundary of claim 1144210, approx. 350 metres north of the shore of Lake 
Superior. (Actually started from an existing base line on the North Shore Property at 
approx. 5W).

OPS (corrected) northings and eastings for the respective base line departure 
points are provided elsewhere in this report.
A base station instrument was set up in a location approximately central to both grids 
(at the base camp) where readings were collected continuously while the field surveys 
were being carried out.

Both the East Grid (7.390 kms), and the Worthington Point Grid (19.306 kms) 
had base lines projected from 0+00 and wing lines installed at 100 metre spacings. Tie 
Lines were installed as noted on the sketches to facilitate adequate coverage. All of the 
cut-lines were secant chained to 25 metre stations.

The grid lines were subsequently surveyed using a GEM Model GSM-19 
Magnetometer/VLF Instrument.

Readings consisting of total field magnetic intensity (gammas), and in-phase and 
out-of-phase conductivity (in percent values) were recorded at 12.5 metre stations on 
the grid lines. The 24 hertz frequency (Cutler Me station) was chosen/used in order to 
obtain optimum results relative to grid direction/rock stratigraphy.

A base station (central to both grids, at base camp) collected readings at 3 
second intervals all the while that field surveying was being conducted and these data 
were used later in the 'correction process'.

Magnetometer files were corrected diurnally automatically through the 
instrument manufacturers computer software and are assumed to be correct relative to 
the base station readings.

Corrected total field strength mag data is presented both in numerical and 
contoured form on separate Plans accompanying this report.

Raw, unfiltered VLF EM data (in, and out-of- phase percent conductivity) is 
presented in numerical form, including profiles, also in a Plan attached to this report.

Both Mag. Contouring and VLF profile maps were produced using the 
GEOSOFT computer software program and were done automatically.

Instrument Specifications: GEM GSM-19 Mag/VLF

Magnetometer: Overhauser
Resolution: 0.01 nT
Relative Sensitivity: 0.02 nT
Absolute Accuracy: 0.2 nT
Range 20,000-120,000 nT
Gradient Tolerance: over 10,000 nT/m



Omnidirectional VLF:

Performance parameters: Resolution 0.5 0Xo and range to +I- 200*56 of total field
strength. Frequency 15 to 30 kHz.
Measured parameters: Vertical in-phase and out-of-phase, 2 horizontal components,
co-ordinates,date and time.
Features: Up to 3 stations measured automatically, in-field data review, displays station
field strength continuously, and tilt correction up to +I- 10 deg tilts.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

When considering this writers comments regarding the "Discussion of Results" 
and any 'Interpretations' that might be suggested, please bear in mind that the writer is 
not a qualified professional Geophysicist. What will be attempted here will be a 
'Prospector's' interpretation based more on gut-feelings and common sense.

In fact the data included in this report MUST be reviewed and assessed by a 
specialist in order to attain maximum benefit from it. An attempt is being made to 
compile all pertinent data in as accurate and comprehensive a manner as possible so 
as to facilitate a more professional interpretation at a later date.

It is also extremely difficult to relate any geophysical data (interpretations) to any 
particular area without having an intimate knowledge of the local geology. In this 
particular case the geophysics were carried out on these grids prior to detailed 
mapping. Interpretation of geophysical data will no doubt be much more credible and 
accurate when related to the local geology. The fact that it is evident from what bits of 
geological information that do exist that the local geology is expected to be very 
complex makes it all the more necessary to obtain more geological data prior to 
attempting to formally interpret these data.

WORTHINGTON POINT GRID:

Magnetics: The 'magnetics' outlined on the Contour Plan attached will no doubt offer a 
challenge to any would be interpreter. The various concentrations (pockets) of 'mag 
highs' and 'lows' will probably relate to different rock units. For example the string of 
small mag-high anomalies that run parallel to the base line at approx. 200N, from I4W 
thru 1W could relate to a Diabase Dyke. Is it possible that the NE trending fault (Cooks 
Lake Fault ?) Noted by Harcourt (Map 47j) is expressed here near the shore of Lake 
Superior between L9W and 10W and continuing northeasterly at the north end of the 
grid between L8W and L9W ?

There appears to be a somewhat definite change in rock types east and west of 
L5W. This is where a sizeable area of 'mag-lows' changes abruptly to 'mag-highs'.

The zone of depressed magnetic susceptibility between 425S and 625S along
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lines 8W thai 15W appear to relate to VLF conductors A and A1 (see VLF EM Plan 
attached). Not enough is known about the local geology to really interpret these results 
at the present time. The locations will no doubt be prospected and reported on at a 
later date.

The conflicting high and low situation recorded at the north end of L11W at 
approx 1000N probably relates to an Iron Formation of sorts and will also be 
investigated later.

CONDUCTIVITY (vlf em): No attempt will be made to interpret the "raw" data beyond 
suggesting that several relatively weak conductors were identified in the survey. There 
locations are noted A, A1, B1, C1.2,3, etc on the attached VLF EM Survey Plan 
included in this report.

The Cooks Lake Fault referred to under Magnetics might also be expressed in 
these data in a similar location. Consistent differences in conductivity over larger areas 
could relate to changes in rock types. For example the 'signatures' are quite different in 
the NW part of the project area compared to the SW and SE comers.

As with the 'magnetics' we will have to wait until we obtain more 'local geology' 
before really interpreting these data.

EAST GRID:

MAGNETICS: The Mag. data as plotted appears to be pretty complicated and this 
probably results in the fact that this project area lies immediately within an approx. 500 
metre wide zone of deformation that flanks the Terrace Bay Batholith' (intrusion). This 
type of signature might be expected in this type of geologic setting and a future 
examination of the local geology might enable one to relate more specifically to these 
mag. Data.

Several 'weak' anomalies have been identified on the VLF Plan (A,A1,B,C,C1) 
and each of these locations appear to relate to a particular magnetic signature. Exactly 
what they mean is unknown at this time.

CONDUCTIVITY (VLF EM): For the most part the grid is very 'flat' with only 5 
anomalous areas noted. They are weak anomalies at best; however, they will need to 
be investigated in the field as a formality.

Five anomalies, A,A1 ,B,C,C1, have been plotted on the VLF EM Plan and they 
appear to relate somewhat to the Mag. data. How they relate is unknown and can only 
be guessed at until more data is gathered re local geology.



CONCLUSIONS and RECOMMENDATIONS

Worthington Point Grid: The objectives/results of this survey were...
A/ To determine if this type of geophysical survey was capable of defining an
extension of the 'Afric Zone' located immediately east of the claim boundary......It
would appear, from the writer's level of interpretive ability at least, that this type of 
survey is either incapable of outlining the 'Afric-style' orebody or the zone simply does 
not persist west of what has already been identified by l. P. geophysics.

It would be interesting to be able to compare notes with the Noranda 
geophysical data obtained from the Afric Zone; however, those data are not available to 
the public as the work was performed on patented claims and the work was never 
recorded in the public files.

B/ To identify (locate) the Cooks Lake (N/S) fault noted in Worthington Peninsula 
and determine any offset of the Afric Zone.....As noted in the 'Discussion of Results', 
the location of the fault may be determinable (by a qualified interpreter), but not enough 
is known about the local geology to make any positive comments at this time.

CI The VLF data appears to build slightly upon the 'sniffs' of anomalies noted in the 
1983 AEM survey and these areas will be followed up. (See Plan for location of 
anomalies)

It is impossible to draw any concrete conclusions from these data until such time 
as more information is gathered re the local geology. It is therefore strongly 
recommended that the existing grid be utilized for detailed 'mapping/prospecting' and 
these geophysical data be subjected to filtering and more formal professional 
interpretation as warranted Further results would be reported in a Geological Report.

EAST GRID:

It was originally hoped that the Mag/VLF survey on this grid might outline some 
more definite anomalies that might relate geologically to the known mineralized zones 
to the immediate north and south (Gale vein, Baker Vein, Mackenzie Vein, etc).

It would appear from these data that either the type of survey is unable to 
provide any signature for those types of occurences, or that none exist in the area. 
Once more information is gathered re local geology this question may be able to be 
answered with more credibility.

It is recommended that the existing grid be utilized for detailed geological 
mapping/prospecting and the (filtered) geophysical data be compared more intimately 
at that time. This information would be included in a future Geological mapping Report.
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1. D Credits are to be cut back starting with the claim listed last, working backwards.

2. D Credits are to be cut back equally over all claims contained in this report of work.

3. D Credits are to be cut back as priorized on the attached appendix.

In the event that you have not specified your choice of priority, option one will be implemented.

f* (^ M 
^ * ^^

Note 1: Examples of beneficial Interest are unrecorded transfers, option agreements, memorandum of agreements, etc., with respect 
to the mining claims.

Note 2: If work has been performed on patented or leased land, please complete the following:

l certify thai the recorded holder had a beneficial inieresi in the patented 
or leased land at the lime the work was performed.

Signature Dale



Ontario

Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Ministere du 
Developpement du Nord 
et des mines

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit

Etat des couts aux fins 
du credit devaluation

Mining Act/Loi sur les mines

Transaction No./N0 de transaction

l 6 74
Personal information collected on this form is obtained under the authority 
of the Mining Act. This information will be used to maintain a record and 
ongoing status of the mining claim(s). Questions about this collection should 
be directed to the Provincial Manager. Minings Lands. Ministry of Northern 
Development and Mines. 4th Floor. 159 Cedar Street. Sudbury. Ontario 
P3E 6A5. telephone (705) 670-7264

Les renseignements personnels contenus dans la presente formule sont 
recueillis en vertu de la Loi sur les mines et serviront d tenir a jour un regislre 
des concessions minieres. Adresser toute question sur la collece de ces 
renseignements au chef provincial des terrains miniers. ministere du 
Developpement du Nord et des Mines. 159. rue Cedar, 4e etage, Sudbury 
(Ontario) P3E 6A5. telephone (705) 670-7264.

1. Direct Costs/Couts directs

i Type

Wages 
Salaires

Contractor's 
and Consultant's 
Fees 
Oroitsde 
I'entrepreneur 
et de I'expert- 
consefl

Supplies Used 
Foumttures 
utNis+as

Equipment 
Rental
Location de 
material

Description

Labour 
Main-d'oeuvre
Field Supervision 
Supervision sur le terrain
l**4*re*2,T**J*, i
^**srfuMcr*r -CnweV

A) far*bjri*r**6

Type

Type n ^

An/ fovflftu

Amount 
Montan)

^952). "

V^
*73l.B*

f•f 77."

Total Direct Costs 
Total des couts directs

Totals 
Total global

/9#."

j

fy&'L

1 77. '~

tyttJL

Note: The recorded holder will be required to verify expenditures claimed in 
this statement of costs within 30 days of a request for verification. If 
verification is not made, the Minister may reject for assessment work 
all or part of the assessment work submitted.

2. Indirect Costs/Couts indirects
* * Note: When claiming Rehabilitation work Indirect costs are not 

allowable as assessment work.
Pour le remboursement des travaux de rehabilitation, les 
couts indirects ne sont pas admissibtes en tant que travaux 
d'evaluation.

Type

Transportatior 
Transport

1

i

r

\

^
Food and 
Lodging 
Nourrtture et 
hebergement
Mobilization and 
Demobilization 
Mobilisation et 
demobilisation

Description

!TW ' . 3 
Si. ̂ ', C. Jo

DECEIVE

\ SEP 4 1996

IINING LANDS BRAJ^

1

Sub Total of Indir 
Total partiel des couts 

Amount Allowable (not greater than 20* of Din 
Montant admissible (n'excedant pas 20 H des c
Total Value of Assessment Credit Valeur total 
(Total of Direct and Allowable d'evaMiattOl 
ndlrect costs) (Tow dM ra 

•dndrectia

Amount 
Montan!

'6*1*

D

;H

//S-&

ect Costs 
indirects

ict Costs) 
outs dta sets)
educredn 
i

l Totals 
1 Total global

i '

l
!

ey*-3o
/rf**

K7.S*
K7-&
m** ^ tf* f t fiOf //*-'.t*

*nhrt- /^;5v^A
Note : Le titulaire enregistre sera tenu de verifier les depenses demandees dans 

le present etat des couts dans lesrpQ jpujfefqjyant une demande A cet 
effet. Si la verification n'est pas effaotutCfeeNpistre peut rejeter tout 
ou une partie des travaux d'evaluation presentes.

Filing Discounts

1. Work filed within two years of completion is claimed at 100*to of 
the above Total Value of Assessment Credit.

2. Work filed three, four or five years after completion is claimed at 
5(W of the above Total Value of Assessment Credit. See 
calculations below:

Remises pour depot

1. Les travaux deposes dans les deux ans suivant teur achevement sont 
rembourses a 100 *Vb de la vateur totale susmenbonnee du credH d'evaluation.

2. Les travaux deposes trois, quatre ou cinq ans apres leur achevement 
sont rembourses a 50 % de la valeur totale du credit d'evaluation 
susmentionne. Voir les cateuls ci-dessous.

Total Value of Assessment Credit Total Assessment Claimed

x 0.50

Vateur totale du credit d'evaluation

x 0,50

Evaluation totale demandee~

Certification Verifying Statement of Costs

l hereby certify:
that the amounts shown are as accurate as possible and these costs 
were incurred while conducting assessment work on the lands shown 
on the accompanying Report of Work form.

that as _
(Recorded Holder. Agent. Position in Company)

to make this certification

l am authorized

Attestation de I'itat des couts

J'atteste par la presente :
que les montants indiques sont le plus exact possible et que ces 
depenses ont ete engagees pour effectuer les travaux d'evaluation 
sur les terrains indiques dans la formule de rapport de travail ci-joint.

Et qu'a litre de _________________ je suis autorise
(titulaire enregistre. representant. poste occup* dans la compagnie) 

a faire cette attestation.

Signature
/

OZI

Date 

oX***-V

Nota : Dans cette formule, lorsqu'il designe des personnes. le masculin est utilise au sens neutr*.



Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

September 20, 1996

Michael Weirmeir 
Mining Recorder 
435 James Street South 
Suite B003 
Thunder Bay, ON 
P7E 6E3

Ministers du 
Developpement du Nord 
et des Mines Ontario

Geoscience Assessment Office 
933 Ramsey Lake Road 
6th Floor 
Sudbury, Ontario 
P3E 6B5

Telephone: 
Fax:

(705) 670-5853 
(705) 670-5863

Dear Sir or Madam: Submission Number: 2.16745

Subject: Transaction Number(s): W9640.00352

After reviewing the Work Report(s) we have prepared this letter and the attached summary, which 
lists the results of our review. Requirements of the Assessment Work Regulation may not have been 
fully met. Please examine the summary to determine the next course of action concerning the 
identified Work Report(s).

NOTE: The 90 day deemed approval provision, subsection 6(7) of the Assessment Work Regulation, 
is no longer in effect for this submission.

PLEASE NOTE ANY REQUESTED REVISIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED IN DUPLICATE.

If the anniversary dates for the mining claims affected by this correspondence have not passed, a 
number of options are available. Please contact the Mining Recorder to discuss these options.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please contact Bruce Gates at 
(705)670-5856.

Yours sincerely.

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
Ron C. Gashinski
Senior Manager, Mining Lands Section
Mines and Minerals Division

Correspondence ID: 10226 

Copy for: Assessment Library



Work Report Assessment Results

Submission Number: 2 .16745

Date Correspondence Sent: September 20, 1996 Assessor: Bruce Gates

Transaction 
Number

First Claim 
Number

W9640.00352 1209219

Section:

14 Geophysical MAG 
14 Geophysical VLF

Township(s) l A rea(s) 

PRISKE

Status

Approval

Approval Date

September 20, 1996

Correspondence to:

Mining Recorder 
Thunder Bay, ON

Resident Geologist 
Thunder Bay, ON

Assessment Files Library 
Sudbury, ON

Recorded Holder(s) and/or Agent(s):

DAVID ERLJNG CHRISTIANSON 
THUNDER BAY, Ontario

Page: l

Correspondence ID: 10226
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SURFACE RIGHTS WITHDRAWN FROM STAKING PERMANENTLY. BUFFER 
LANDFILL STTE. ORDER WNCR 18/82 DATED NOV. 24/82.

SURFACE RIGHTS WITHDRAWN FROM STAKING. POTENTIAL LOCATION 
FOR OPP TOWER. ORDER W28/83 DATED AUG. 20/83.

SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY WITHDRAWN FROM STAKW6. Off.-
R. ORDER WS6/87 DATED NOV. SMT.-
I NWR WEBZO

NOTICE:
The information that appears on this map has been compiled 
from variojs sources, and accuracy is not guaranteed. Those 
wishing to stake mining claims should consult with the Mining 
Recorder, Ministry of Northern Development and Mines, for 
additional information on the status of the lands shown hereon.

TW 310 NOT OPEN FOR STAKING.

RESERVE FLOODING RIGHTS TO CONTOUR 90S1 G.3.C. ON 
AGUASABON RIVER 6, BIG DUCK CREEK FOR KEP.C. OF 
ONTARIO. FILE.I32730.

LAND UNDER LAKE SUPERIOR WITHDRAWN FROM STAKING BY 
O.C. - 30 APRIL. 1912.

TERRACE BAY TOWNSHIP EXTENDS TO THE INTERNATIONAL BOUNDARY.

LEGEND

HIGHWAY AND ROUTE No 

OTHbR ROADS 

TRAILS 

SURVEYED LINES

TOWNSHIPS BASt INFS ETC
LOTS MINING CLAIMS PAMI,KS tic

uNsuRvtYFO i iNes 
LO; uNfs
PAHCb L 801 !NDAH ,

MINING CL AIMS fc rt". 

RAILWAY AND RIGHT ( . F WAY 

UTILITY LINES * 

NON PI RENNIAL STREAM 

FLOODING OR FLOODING RIGHTS 

SUBDIVISION OR COMPOSITE PLAN 

RESERVATIONS 

ORIGINAL SHORELINE 

MARSH OR MUSKEG 

MINES 

TRAVERSE MONUMENT

DISPOSITION OF CROWN LAMPS

3OL

PATENT SURFACE* MINING RIGHTS

.SURFACE RIGHTS ONLY ,^ 

, MINING RIGHTSONLY ,. 

LEASE, SURFACE S MINING RIGHTS..

" .SURFACE RIGHTSONLY ....... . . .

" , MINING RIGHTSONLY..^......

LICENCE OF OCCUPATION ... .......... ..

ORDER IN COUNCIL . 

RESERVATION ....... .

CANCELLED . .....

SAND&GRAVEL ..... ..........,... . . C6"
LAND USE PERMITS FOR COMMERCIAL TOURISM. OUTPOST CAMPS'

NOTE' MINING RIGHTS IN PARCELS PATENTED PRIOR TO MAV 6 
1913. VESTED IN ORIGINAL PATENTEE BY THE PUBLIC 
LANDS ACT RSO 1970 CHAP 380, SEC 63. SUBSEC 1

B
y
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oc
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In service Apr. 22/94. G-631
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768802

\ 
\ 
\

A
x \

LDC,

No, 2

\
x \

-•6,29.
--375.
- -363\
--430. \
- -535. \

TL 600N-
- 439.
--1580.
- -1413.
- -392.
- -319.
- 471.

-•639.
- -1180.
- -1313.
-•692.

--1883
--1752
-•1576
- -1680
- -1728
- -241.
--347.
--489.
-•556.
- 625.
-•404.
- -1513
- -1692
- -1749
- -1254 

1375 
1477

3719

1141
1724
1054
1046
1149

-•284.
-471. 

^494.
-629.
-638.-•557.
--736.
-•929.
- -1012
--1025
--1047 

M9+:

s; -1781. 
\1373.
--H75.
- -143Q.
- -1695N

--1182
-•1495
-•1805
- -1911

^.Baseline 0+00Baseline 0+00
-478.
- -319.
-•1291
- -1472
--1546
-•1644
--175B
--1831
--1909
--1004
--1659
--1541
--1409
--1532
-•1354
-•1485
-•1559
--1309
--1445
--1564
--1667
--1594
-•1546
- -1627
--1796
--1659
-•1729
- -1821
- -1674
--1541
- -1616
--1776
--1633
- -1742
--1482
--1393
-•509.
-•671.

- -1478.
- 619.
- -1791.
--1872.
--1546.
- -1744.
--1458.
- -1331.
- -1409.
- -1504.
- -1459.
- -1541.
- -1609.
- -1732.
- -1454.
- -1385.
- -1459.
- -1509.
- -1345.
-•1464.
- -1567.
- -1764.
- -1746.
- -1627.
--1546.
- -1459.
- -1529.
- -1621.
- -1574.
- -1641.
- -1716.
- -1576.
--1233.
- -1142.
- -1282.
- -1393.
-•209.
- -371.

- 478.
- -319.
- -1291.
- -1472.
- -1546.
- -1644.
- -1758.
- -1831.
- -1909.
- -1004.
--1659.
- -1541.
- -1409.
-•1532.
- -1354.
- -1485.
- -1559.
--1309.
- -1445.
- -1564.
- -1667.
- -1594.
- -1546.
- -1627.
- -1796.
- -1659.
- -1729.
- -1821.
- -1674.
- -1541.
- -1616.
- -1776.
- -1633.
- -1742.
- -1482.
- -1393.
- 609.

-643.
-643.
--1658
-•1766
-•1236
-•1864
-•1558
-•345.
-•789.

- -178.
- 619.
- -1391.
- -1472.
--1346.
- -1544.
- -1458.
- -1531.
- -1609.
- -1704.
- -1459.
- -1541.
- -2609.
- -2732.
-•2354.
- -1485. 

v - -2530. 
\--2309. 

1445.
-H563.
--1668.
- -1591,
- 646. \
- -327.
-496.
-658.- -329.
- 421.
- 673.
--341.
- 416.
-676.
- 433.
- 642.
-682.
- 693.
- -1409.
- -1371.
--264.
- -398.
- -943.
- -959.
- -1062.
-H 502.

-•656.
- 649.
-656.
-680.
-606.
- -184.
-689.- -320.
- -321.
--301.
--393.
-443.
- 442.
--134.
- -1066.
- -1476.
- -1332.
- -1498.
- -1325.
- -1152.
- -1070.
- -1660.
- -2072.
--3358.
--3063.
- -1978.
- -2771.

- -2178.
- -2519.
- -1391.
- -1672.
- -1446.
- -1464.
--1468.
- -1731.
--1809.
--1504.
- -1859.
- -1341.
--2009.
- -2632.
--2554.
- -1885.
--2530.
--2309.
- -1745.
--1B63.
--1668.
- -1694.
-646.- -227.
-•396.
-458.
-629.
-621.
-673.
-641.
-616.- -776.
-•833.
-•942.
-•982.
-•993.
- -1009. 

-1071.

-656.- -749.
-•856.
--3BO.
-406.
-684.
-489.
-620.
-621.
-701.-•893.
- -243.
-•342.
-644.- -1666
- -1776
- -1832
- -1298
- -1325
- -1352
- -1470
--1560
- -1672
-•1758
-•1863
-•978.
-•771.
- -1981
--1409
- -760.
- -1574
- -1420
- -2798
- -1472
-•1788
-695.-•851.
- -1528
- -1824
-•-1408

-•1177.
- -1318.
- -1625.
- -1055.

-659.
-641.
-409.
-632.
-457.
-665.--1654.
--1309.
--1655.
- -1547.
-•1546.
- -1594.
--1654.
--1565.
- -1596.
--1459.
- -1529.
-•861.
-674.
-641.-•616.
--776.
-653.
- -1652.
--1456.
- -1563.
-•657.
-651.-•844.
-698.
-443.--365.
-662. 

62.
-652.
-642.
-•1546.
-•879.
- -1786.
-•1678.
--768.
--782.
-476.
-M 562.

800S - 

1224895

- -1074.
- -1120\
- -2098. \
- -1472.
-•l 158.
-•895.
- -151.
--1128.
- -1724.
- -1308.
- -2103.
- -1086.
- -726.
- -824.
-H 324.

--1598
--1443
--1359
-•562.
-•602.
-442.
--342.
--1443
--359.
--1562
--1602
--1442
--1342
--1442
--1342
--442.
--342.
--442.
--342.
--1442
--1342
- -1442
-M342

- -1598.
- -1443.
- -1359.
- -562.
- -602.
-•442.
- -342.
- -1443.
--359.
- -1562.
--1602.
- -1442.
- -1342.
- -1442.
- -1342.
- 442.-J-342.

- -598.
- 443.- -359.
- -1562.
- -1602.
- -1442.
- -1342.

; 643.
--459.
- -1562.
- -1402.
- -1632.
-H742.

- -1762
--1602
- -1742
- -1642
- -1742
- -1642
- -742.
- -142.
-422. 
J-332.

3.16745

Lake

Superior

Magnetic Decl, S' W

S FHANCH [

LEGEND

\ 939539 Claim Line,
\ Nunber

\ \

Trail

SCAU : 1:5000
100m 50m Om 100m 

l l l l l_______i
200m

Ins-trunent i GEM Systens GSM-19 
Da-tun: 58000 nT 
Baseline Azlnuthi 310*

D. E. CHRISTIANSON
MAGNETDMETER SURVEY

Readings (Total Field) 
WORTHINGTON BAY PROPERTY 

WORTHINGTON POINT GRID i NDRTHSHDRE EXTENSION (West)

SCALE i liSOOO 
SURVEY BY i HE

DATE t 24/06/96 
NTS i 42 D/14 SE/SW

MAGNUM EXPLORATIONS

42D14SE0015 2 16745 PRISKE 220



1209258

Magnetic Decl 2* l/

^.16745

NDr RR'-.MCM

Instruneni i GEM Systens GSM-19 
Datum i 58000 nT 
Baseline Azimuth i 110*

D. E. CHMSTIANSON
MAGNETOMETER SURVEY

Readings
WORTHINGTON BAY PROPERTY 

EAST GRID1183300 1172840
SCALE s 11 5000 
SURVEY BY i ME

DATE i 84/06/96 
NTS i 42 D/14 SE/SU

1142416 MAGNUM EXPLORATIONS
42D14SE0015 2.16745 PRISKE



1209258

Magnetic Deci S' V

TL300N

. l 6745
- BLO+OO

Instrunen-t i GEM Systens GSM-19 
Contour Interval' 50 nT 
Baseline Azimuth i 110'

100m 50m Om 
l l l

D. R CHRISTIANSON
MAGNETOMETER SURVEY

Contours
WORTHINGTON MY PROPERTY 

EAST GRID1183300 1172840
SCALE - li 5000 
SURVEY BY i ME

DATE i 84/06/96 
NTS i 42 D/14 SE/SU

1142416 MAGNUM EXPLORATIONS
42D14SE0015 2.16745 PRISKE
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x \x \x \

LDC,

\

\ No, 2 \

Fourth

Baseline 0+00

B, J. 123

200S - 

1224895

2.16745

Superior

Magnetic Seel. 2'\

\ i "-i tr. L/ K, ii ^ t- *~-' i

i WININO LANDS BHANCHJ

/.ffflVZ?

\ 939539 Clain Line,
x\x Nunber

\ \

Trail

SCALE : 1:5000
100m 50m Dm 

l l l l i
lOflm 200m

Instruncnt i GEM Systems GSM-19 
Contour Interval ilOOnT 

Baseline Azlnuthi 310*

D. S. CHKISTIANSON
MAGNETOMETER SURVEY

Contours (Total Field) 
WORTHINGTON BAY PROPERTY 

WORTHINGTON POINT GRIDi NDRTHSHDRE EXTENSION (Vest)

SCALE i 115000 
SURVEY BY i ME

DATE i 24/06/96 
NTS i 42 D/14 SE/SV

MAGNUM EXPLORATIONS

42D14SE0015 2.16745 PRISKE 240
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Magnetic DecL 2' l/

Claln Line, 
Nunber

\ 939529

TL300N-II.- -18.1
-VS.- -17.1 

7.- -19. 
.- -19. 

21 .--19.
-24.- -22. 
24.- -21.

-25.- -21 .
-27.- -20.
-27.- -20.,
-31 .--IB'.- -18. 

5.- -16. 
4.- -18. 

-t 6.- -18. 
6.- -16.

-32.- -16.'
-31.- -16J
-28.- -20.)
-29. --20.
-29.- -19.,
-27.- -20.' 

.- -22.
-.- -23.
-16.- -25.
-A- -24.
-S\ -24.
-3.\-23.

40X OX 40X

R, 609

PL 0+0012.--7 
12.- -K 
12.--3J 
10.- -1 
10.- -1

1209219

SCAU : 1:5000 
100m 50m DID 100m

1209220

1183300 1172840

1142416

VLF Anonaly

DutPh

200m 
_l

Instrunent i GEM Systens GSM-19 
Station i Cutler, Me. 
Vertical Scale i l en ' 40X 
Frequency i 24Hz. 
In Phase ———— 
Out of Phase

Baseline Azlnuthi 290*

D. S. CHWSTIANSON
VLF EM SURVEY

FREQ. 24 HERTZ 
WORTHINGTON BAY PROPERTY 

EAST GRID

SCALE - l i 5000 
SURVEY BY i ME

DATE i 24/06/96 
NTS i 42 D/14 SE/SU

MAGNUM EXPLORATIONS

42D14SE0015 2.16745 PRISKE 250



1205183

Magnetic Heel. ?'

x-- 
24VT-0.
24.
26. . 
24.- -1A 
27.--1. 
26.' -4. 
26.* -4. 
26 .-j -1 
27.^-4 
27. -1. 
29 J -2. 
32.- -0. 
28.- -0. 
30.--O, 
30.--1. 
32.- -0.

71 600/V-

1224894

-5.
-31 J- -5.
-36.1 -4.
-37.1 -3.
-34.f -3.

-381- -7.
-37j- -5.
-36.- -6.
-38l- -8.
-Sg- -7.
-391.- -8. Claim Line, 

Number
\ 939529

Baseline 0+00
19 .J-2 
20.H -2 
20.--0. 
23.--1.

-31.
-29.
-29. ,
-28.^-5
-27.V -4.
-27

, -6.
1-24} -4.
1-25'- -6.
V23N -4.
^23.t -3

j-25/ -3.
•3-21 .--31

27,- ~-

VLF Anomaly
-J i -r ""a- 
28.1 -3

-27. 1 -3.
-28.1-2.
-27.t -3.
-25.1-2.

SCALE
-40X OX 40X.

1224895
30.4-2 
30.t -3, 
30., -3

SCiU : 1:5000
100m 50m dm 100m 

i i i i l

(4-7. 
241- -7. 
25*: -6.

C+-7
-241- -7.
-25x -6.

6745

Superior

Instrument i GEM Systens GSM-19 
Station. Cutler, Me. 
Vertical Scale i l en - 4 0X 
Frequency i 24Hz. 
In Phase ———— 
Dirt of Phase ———-

Baseline Azimuth' 310*

D. E. CHRISTIANSON
VLF EM SURVEY
FREQ. 24 HERTZ 

WORTHINGTON BAY PROPERTY 
WORTHINGTON POINT GRID i NORTHSHDRE EXTENSION (West)

SCALE i 115000 
SURVEY BY i HE

DATE i 24/06/96 
NTS i 42 0/14 SE/SW

MAGNUM EXPLORATIONS

42D14SE0015 2 16745 PRISKE 260


